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September 13, Thursday

• Arrival of participants
• Registration and hotel accommodation ("Yugo-Zapadnaya" Hotel)
  Building 1 – tel. (495) 436 – 05 – 69;
September 14, Friday
The Russian Academy for Public Administration under
the President of the Russian Federation
Moscow, 84, Vernadski prospect
8.30AM – 19.00PM

REGISTRATION – ATRIUM (Building II)
8.30 AM– 9.30 AM

PLENARY & PARALLEL SESSIONS
9.30 AM – 19.00 PM
“SMALL” (MALYI) CONGERENCE HALL (Building II)

PLENARY SESSION I:
Dialogue for Peace and Sustainable Development:
Cultural Policy in the Globalizing World

OPENING CEREMONY
9.30 a.m. – 11.30 p.m.
Welcoming Addresses :
Egorov Vladimir Konstantinovich – President-Rector of the Russian Academy for Public Administration under the President of the Russian Federation, Chairman of the Coordinating Committee of the UNESCO Chairs of the Russian Federation
Dendev Badarch – Director of the UNESCO Moscow Office, the UNESCO representative for Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, the Republic of Moldova and the Russian Federation

Welcoming statements and presentations:
Metropolitan Kirill of Smolensk and Kaliningrad – Head of Board for Public and Foreign Relations of the Moscow Patriarchy
Shvetsova Liudmila Ivanovna – First Vice Mayor of Moscow in the Moscow Government
Popov Sergei Alexandrovich – Chairman of the Committee of the State Duma of Federal Assembly of Russian Federation for Affairs with NGO’s and religious organizations
Sheikh Ravil Gainutdin – Head of the Spiritual Administration of Muslims for European Part of Russia, Head of the Spiritual Council of Muslims of Russia
Romodanovski Konstantin Olegovich — Director of the Federal Migration Service of the Russian Federation
Guerreiro Rosa Maria — Programme Specialist, Pluralism and intercultural Dialogue Section, Division of Cultural Policies and Intercultural Dialogue (Paris)
Ponomarev Mihail Nikolaevich — Deputy Minister for regional development of the Russian Federation
Kogan Zinoviy Lvovich — Chairman of the Congress of Jewish communities of Russia
Hambo-Lama D. Ayusheev — Head of the Buddhist Sangha of Russia
Yakunin Vladimir Ivanovich — Co-chairman of the World Public Forum “Dialogue of Civilizations”
Ryakhovski Sergei Vasilievich — Head of the Russian Christian Union of Evangelic Faith, bishop, Member of the Public Chamber of the Russian Federation
Vinogradov Valeriy Yurievich — Deputy mayor of Moscow in the Moscow Government

COFFEE BREAK
11.30 PM — 12.00 PM: Atrium (Building II)

Panel II.
12.00p.m. — 14.00p.m.

PLENARY SESSION II «Intercultural and Interreligious Dialogue as a Factor of Countries and States Interaction in the Context of Globalization»

Dzasokhov Alexander Sergeevich — Chairman of the Commission for culture of the Council of Federation of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation, member of the Committee of the Council of Federation on the relations with the CIS countries, PhD (political sciences)
Guseinov Abdusalam Abdulkerimovich — Doctor of Philosophy, professor, Full member of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Head of the Chair for Ethic Studies of the Moscow State University, Director of the Institute of Philosophy of the Russian Academy of Sciences
Joseph Kreidi — Programme Officer, Culture Sector UNESCO-Beirut (Lebanon)
Busygın Andrey Evgenievich — PhD (economics), professor, Deputy Minister for Culture and Mass Communications of the Russian Federation

Tishkov Valeriy Alexandrovich — Corresponding member of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Director of the Institute of Ethnology and Ethnography of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Chairman of the Committee on Tolerance of the Public Chamber of the Russian Federation

Ignatenko Alexander Alexandrovich — President of the Institute of Religion and Politics, member of the Council on cooperation with the religious associations under the President of the Russian Federation, doctor of philosophy, professor

LUNCH
14.00 p.m.— 15.00 p.m.
Location: Dining-hall (3rd floor, Building II)

Panel III.
PLENARY SESSION III 15.00 p.m. — 16.30 p.m.
Location: “Small” (Maliy) Conference Hall (Building II)

Interreligious and Intercultural Dialogue as a Basis for Sustainable Development: Main Tendencies and Strategies For Cultural Policy

Mamedalieva Sevda — Deputy minister for Culture and Tourism of the Republic of Azerbaijan, PhD (philosophy)

Nakobian Ruzanna — Expert on International Relations and Diaspora, Department of the Ministry of Culture and Youth of the Government of the Republic of Armenia

Yaskievich Yadviga Stanislavovna — Director of the Institute of Socio-Humanitarian Knowledge of the Belarus State Economic University

Dragnev Emil — Director, UNESCO Chair for East-Europe Studies of the Moldova State University

COFFEE BREAK
16.30 p.m.— 17.00 p.m.
Location: Atrium (Building II)
Panel IV
17.00p.m. – 18.30 p.m.
Location: “Small” (Maliy) Conference Hall (Building II)

MEETING OF THE COORDINATING BOARD OF THE UNESCO CHAIRS OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION
(Special programme)

Chairman: Egorov Vladimir Konstantinovich — President-Rector of the Russian Academy for Public Administration under the President of the Russian Federation, Chairman of the Coordinating Committee of the UNESCO Chairs of the Russian Federation

DISCUSSION

CULTURAL PROGRAMME/BANQUET
19:00p.m.-20:30 p.m.
September 15, Saturday  
The Russian Academy for Public Administration under the President  
of the Russian Federation  
Moscow, 84, Vernadski prospect  
9.00AM – 18.30PM  

SECTION I: THE MAIN TRENDS OF DEVELOPMENT OF  
INTERRELIGIOUS AND INTERCONFESIONAL DIALOGUE IN THE MODERN CULTURE  

Section meetings to be held in three sessions:  
Parallel Panel I: 9.00 a.m. – 11.30 a.m.;  
Parallel Panel II: 12.00 p.m. – 14.00 p.m.;  
Parallel Panel III: 15.00 p.m. – 17.00 p.m.  

9.00 AM – 17.00 PM  
Location: Hall № 3 (Building II)  

Section Description:  
The issue of interreligious and interconfessional dialogue acquires nowadays an all-embracing character. The importance of this issue is determined by both globalization and regionalization tendencies. The interplay of the two is creating the type of evolving environment in the world culture, whereby all relationships, including those of interconfessional and intercultural nature suggest diversity, not likeness. This doesn’t mean confrontation of different cultures, but rather is testimony of a new phase in the evolution if culture — that of setting up of a new dialogue as the foundation of sustainable development. As a result the dynamics of the interconfessional, intercultural dialogue is rationalized in modern times as having very much to do with national security and security of culture, whether you look at it from the point of view of broad association of culture with philosophy, history, religious studies, and anthropology. The result of this research-oriented interest and greater attention to the issue of interconfessional and intercultural dialogue in general is its realization as the paradigm of the culture of the future, the central value of the vision of the World of tomorrow.  

The Section’s deliberations will feature the following issues:  
– Analysis of modern socio-cultural situation and philosophical and cultural foundations of the development of intercultural and interconfessional dialogue today;
– Genesis of interconfessional and intercultural frictions and conflicts;
– Dynamics of the evolution of various forms of interconfessional and intercultural conflicts, investigation of their new types and forms;
– Processes stimulating interplay and proliferation of cultures in the modern world;
– Actualization in society as well in humanitarian knowledge of such socio-cultural issues as social stability, national security, human rights, humanistic values;
– Effective practical recommendations on expanding communication domain for representatives of various religious groups, confessions, cultural traditions, various institutions of civil society, etc.;
– Realization of interconfessional and intercultural dialogue as an effective mechanism of lowering the danger of greater risks in cultural relationships.

**The Sections’s program goals**
– Theoretical analysis of reasons for interconfessional and intercultural conflicts in the globalized world;
– The culturological substantiation of effective ways interconfessional and intercultural communication;
– Elaboration of practical recommendations for expanding communication space for representatives and leaders of various religious groups, confessions, institutes of civil society, as well as various cultural and religious traditions;
– Finding ways and mechanisms for eradication of negative effects of extremism and terrorism disguised by religious motivation;
– Elaboration of practical recommendations on the realization of the concept of Russia’s religious policy aimed at securing fundamental internationally recognized rights of citizens to freedom of conscience and creed, as well as at preservation and development of historically determined religious traditions of Russia’s many peoples.

**The Section’s Pragmatic Goals:**
– Determining effective ways of cooperation of states and societies in the interests of securing civil partnership, as well as interconfessional and intercultural dialogue;
– Rethinking dialogue of cultures and confessions, which would allow to detect soft points and formulate with greater precision the chanc-
es for harmonization of relationship between them, promote greater consolidation of society;

• Elaboration of a whole set of proposals for the sake of creating a universal (common) socio-cultural space, including that of Russia and CIS, where cultural diversity, dialogue of cultures, religions and confessions should be maintained;

• Search for conditions of harmonic coexistence of individuals, groups of people and communities representing different cultures and creeds;

• Use of the main achievements and conclusions of the Section’s deliberations for the development of the methodological basics of the strategy for furthering interconfessional and intercultural dialogue;

• Finding the main tendencies of development of interconfessional and intercultural dialogue in modern culture.

Parallel Panel I
9.00AM – 11.30AM
Location: Hall № 3 (Building II)

Chairpersons: Guseinov Abdulasam Abdulkerimovich (Russia, Moscow)
Astafieva Olga Nikolayevna – moderator (Russia, Moscow)
Achyl'diev Abdulvoit S. (Uzbekistan, Tashkent)
Erich Schellhammer (Canada, Victoria)
Abuseytova Meruet (Kazakhstan, Astana)

The following addresses will be made by:

Barkova Eleonora Vladilenovna – PhD (philosophy), professor, Chair of Philosophy and Psychology of the Moscow State University of Commerce

Ontological Basis for Dialogue

Flier Andrei Yakovlevich – PhD (philosophy), professor, Rector of the High School of Cultural Sciences

Dialogue as an Objective for Culture In Today’s World
Achilidiyev Abdulvait S. — PhD (philosophy), Dean of the faculty of history and philosophy of Islam, Tashkent Islamic University under the Cabinet of Ministers of the Republic of Uzbekistan

*Ethnic and Religious Tolerance — an important factor of the sustainable development of society (Uzbekistan’s Experience)*

Solonin Yuri Nikiforovich — PhD (philosophy), professor, Dean of the Chair of philosophy of the Saint-Petersburg State University

*The Problem of the Sacral in Today’s Culture*

Grechko Petr Kondratievich — PhD (Philosophy), professor, Head of the Chair of Social Philosophy of the Russian Friendship University

*Intercultural Dialogue: Problem of Sacral Foundations*

Shemanov Alexei Turievich — Ph.D. on Medicine, senior researcher of Russian Institute for Cultural Researches

*Modern Culture and Religion: Real Conflict and Feasible Cooperation*

Grigorenko Andrei Yurievich — PhD (philosophy), professor, Head of the Chair of Religion of the St. Petersburg A.I. Gertsen State Pedagogical University (Russia, St. Petersburg)

*Interreligious Interaction as Dialogue of Cultures*

Skye Burn— Director, Creation Alliance (Bellingham, USA)

*A Framework for Resolving Cultural and Religious Tension*

Shendrik Anatoli Ivanovich — PhD (sociology), professor, head of the Chair of Cultural Studies of the Moscow M.V. Lomonosov State University.

*Problems of “Dialogism” as a Principle for Cultural Interaction*

Usak Cemal — Vice President, The Foundation for journalists and writers of Turkey, member of the public association “Platform Dialogue of Eurasia” (Anara, Turkey)

*The importance of communication for dialogue*
Sokolov Vladimir Michailovich — PhD (philosophy), professor at the Chair of Civil Service and the Cadre Politics of the Russian Academy of Public Administration (Russia, Moscow)

*The Russian mentality as a basis for intercultural communication*

Sadokhin Alexander Petrovich — candidate of sciences (philosophy), Associate Professor of the Chair of Theory and Practice of culture of the Russian Academy of Public Administration (Russia, Moscow)

*The competence-relevant approach to the dialogue of cultures: meaning and criteria*

Bayramov Rustam Fataly Ogly — President of the International Charity Foundation “Dialogue of Cultures — One World”,

Korshunova Elena Stanislavovna — Deputy Director of the International Charity Foundation “Dialogue of Cultures — One World”,

Myelina Tatyana Ivanovna — General Director of the “Legal Centre at Molodiozhnaya”

*Ethnomir* — dialogue of cultures as a possibility for integration of different peoples of the planet and a new form of interethnic communications

Milovzorova Elena Borisovna — Ph.D. (cultural studies), Adviser to the Minister of Culture and Mass Communications (Russia, Moscow)

*A Culture of Understanding as the Basis for Intercultural Dialogue*

Mamedov Nizami Mustaevich — PhD (philosophy), professor, head of the Chair of the Moscow State Institute of Business Administration

*The Problem of Understanding in the Context of Sustainable Development*

COFFEE BREAK

11.30 a.m. — 12.00 p.m.

Location: Atrium (Building II)
Parallel Panel II  
12.00 p.m.— 14.00 p.m.  
Location: Hall №3 (Building II)  

Chairpersons: Styopin Vyacheslav Semyonovich (Russia, Moscow)  
Drach Gennady Vladimirovich — moderator (Rostov-on-Don)  
Dobronravova Irina Serafimovna (Ukraine, Kiev)  
Gary D. Bouma (Australia, Sydney)  
Inese Sviestina (Latvia, Riga)  

The following addresses will be made by:  

**Gary D. Bouma** — Professor, Chairholder, UNESCO Chair for Intercultural and Interreligious Dialogue in Middle East and Pacific Region  
*How Increased Religious Diversity and Revitalisation Change the Context of Interreligious Relations, Peace Building and Working for Sustainability.*  

**Nadezda Pazukhina**— Lecturer, the Latvian Academy of Culture  
*Cultural Practices of the Orthodox Old Believers: Case Studies of Latvian Old Believers’ Experience Nowadays*  

**Serebryanyi Sergei Dmitrievich** — PhD (philosophy), Director of the Institute of High Humanitarian Researches of the Russian State University for Human Sciences (Russia, Moscow)  
*Intercultural and Interreligious Dialogue: The Experience of South Asia*  

**Mustafa Balcik** — PhD (philosophy), General director of the International Organization “Tyurksoi” (Turkey)  
*The Cultural Policy of Turkey and Central Asia for Intercultural Dialogue*  

**Shcherbich Ludmila Ivanovna** — PhD (philosophy), Associate professor at Russian Academy of Custom (Russia, Moscow)  
*Intercultural Dialogue and Spirituality (Gender Analyses)*  

**Saiko Eddi Viktorovna** — PhD (history), professor, Chair of Acmeology and Psychology of Professional Activities of the Russian Academy
Subjects and Spaces for Dialogue in the Historical Development of Modern Society

Remizov Viacheslav Alexandrovich — PhD (cultural studies), professor of the Civil Defense Academy (Russia, Moscow)

Culture of Personality in Terms of Intercultural and Interreligious Dialogue in the Modern Russia

Dobronravova Irina Serafimovna — PhD (philosophy), professor, Head of the Chair of Philosophy and Methodology of Science of the Kiev National Taras Shevchenko University (Ukraine, Kiev)

Intercultural Dialogue within Oneself: Introspection Attempt on My Experience Being Russian Living in Ukraine

Nikonorova Ekaterina Vasilievna — PhD (philosophy), professor, Director of the Science and Publication Department of the Russian State Library (Russia, Moscow)

Creating of the Cultural Space for Interaction of Cultures and Sustainable Development

Jan Dolak — Director, UNESCO Chair for Museums Studying and World Heritage

Inter-Culture Communication and the Role of Museums

Drach Gennadi Vladimirovich — PhD (philosophy), professor, Honored worker of Science and Education of the Russian Federation, Head of the Chair of the Theory of Culture, Ethics and Esthetics of the Department of Philosophy and Cultural Studies of The South Federal University, dean of Philosophy and Cultural Studies Department of the South Federal University (Russia, Rostov-on-Don)

A Culture of Guilt and a Culture of Shame in the Context of Ethnic Self-Reflection

LUNCH

14.00p.m. — 15.00p.m.
Location: Cafe «Yugo-Zapadnoe» Building II.
Parallel Panel III
15.00 p.m.—17.00 p.m.
Location: Hall № 3 (Building II)

Chairpersons: Mosolova Lyubov’ Michaylovna (Russia, Moscow)
Ivanova Irina Ivanovna (Kyrgyzstan, Bishkek)
Svatko Yury Ivanovich (Ukraine, Kiev)
Barbara Sivertsen (Norway, Oslo)

Moderator: Delokarov Kadyrbech Khadzhumarovich (Russia, Moscow)
Responsible for simultaneous translation

The following addresses will be made by:

Michaylov Vyacheslav Aleksandrovich — PhD (history), professor, head of the Chair of national, federative and international relations of the Russian Academy for Civil Service, Office of the President of the Russian Federation, Honorary Science Worker
*The polyethnic and polyconfessional resource for the strengthening of the Russian statehood*

Kuznetsova Tatiana Fedorovna — PhD (philosophy), professor, Head of the Chair for Cultural Studies of the Moscow State Pedagogical University (Russia, Moscow)
*Cultural Time Universals and Dialogue of Civilizations*

Mezhuev Vadim Mikhailovich — PhD (philosophy), professor, senior researcher at the Institute of Philosophy of the Russian Academy of Sciences (Russia, Moscow)
*Russia and Europe: Is the Dialogue Possible or Not?*

Gorbunova Ludmila Stepanovna — candidate of sciences (philosophy), associate professor, leading expert of the High Education Institute of the Academy for Pedagogic Sciences of Ukraine (Ukraine, Kiev)
*Trans-Cultural Space for Freedom*

Kondakov Igor Vadimovich — PhD (philology), professor, the Russian State Humanitarian University, full member of the Russian
Academy of Natural Sciences, Deputy Chairman of the Board of the Russian Academy of Sciences «History of World Culture» (Russia, Moscow)

_The Global State of Cultures as a Problem of Interethnic and Interreligious Dialogue_

_Yakovets Yuri Vladimirovich_ – PhD (economics), professor at the Chair of theory and practice of the state management of economy of the the Russian Academy for Public Administration, President of the International Institute of

_Kirsanov Anatoli Ivanovich_ – PhD (political studies), Deputy rector of the Russian Academy of Boarder Troops (Russia, Moscow)

_Interdisciplinary Dialogue in Terms of Globalization_

_Pelipenko Andrei Anatolievich_ – PhD (philosophy), professor, senior researcher at the Russian Institute for Cultural Researches (Russia, Moscow)

_Relationship between East and West: Cultural Interaction Perspectives_

_Khrenov Nikolai Andreevich_ – PhD (philosophy), professor, Deputy Director of the Russian Institute of Arts (Russia, Moscow)

_Through the Prism of Movies: Byzantine Tradition in the Functioning of Russian Civilized Identity_

_Galushina Natalia Sergeevna_ – candidate of sciences (cultural studies), associate professor, Chair of the Cultural Studies of the Moscow Humanitarian University (Russia, Moscow)

_Ethnos – Nation – Civilization: the Hierarchy of Cultural Communities and the Opportunities for Dialogue_

_Delokarov Kadyrbech Hadjumarovitch_ – PhD (philosophy), professor, Deputy Head of the Chair of Philosophy of the Russian Academy for Public Administration under the President of the Russian Federation (Russia, Moscow)

_The Problem of Identity in the Globalizing World_

_Razlogov Kirill Emilievich_ – PhD (Arts), Professor, Director of the Russian Institute for Cultural Research (Russia, Moscow)

_From Dialogue to Polylogue: The Way for Salvation of Humanity_
Mosolova Lubov Mikhailovna – PhD (Arts), professor, Head of the Chair of S. Petersburg’s A.I. Gertsen Pedagogic University (Russia, St. Petersburg).

*Education in Culture and Enlightenment as Factors of Sustainable Development*

Zorin Vislaviy Ivanovich – PhD (philosophy), professor at the Chair of social and humanitarian sciences of the Kineshma branch of the Moscow State Industrial University

*Wisdom as a paradigm of a spiritual revival and progress of the Russian people*

Glagolev Vladimir Sergeyevich – PhD (philosophy), professor at Chair of philosophy of the MGIMO-University of the MFA of Russia (Moscow), Coordinator of the intercollegiate programme “The Culture of Peace. The Spiritual foundations of the international community”.

*Trends of Transformations in the Image-Art Component of Today’s Intercultural Communications*

Arnoldov Arnold Isaevich – PhD (philosophy), professor, Vice-President of the International Academy of Informatization (Russia, Moscow)

*A Dialogue of Cultures as a Strategic Goal for Cultural Policy in the Modern World*

Lozhnikova Irina Fiodorovna – post-graduate student at the Chair of Theory and Practice of Culture of the Russian Academy for Public Administration

*Intercultural Dialogue in the Context of Circumpolar Civilization*

Zolotov Andrey Andreyevich – Director of the Culture Centre of the Russian Academy for Civil Service, Office of the President of the Russian Federation, Honorary Arts Worker of the Russian Federation

*Harmonizing cultures as a way toward sustainable development and new vectors of their spiritual content*

Mozgovaya Evelina Yakovlevna – candidate of sciences (philosophy), associate professor at the Chair of philosophy of the Russian Academy for Public Administration (Russia, Moscow)

*The problems of intercultural dialogue in the modern world*
Shibayeva Michalina Michaylovna – PhD (philosophy), professor at the Chair of cultural studies and anthropology of the Higher School of cultural studies

*The aesthetic aspects of intercultural interaction*

Nickulichev Yuri Vladimirovich – associate professor at the Chair for national, federative and international relations of the Russian Academy for Public administration under the President of the Russian Federation.

*“The living journal”: towards the practical means of intercultural and interreligious dialogue.*

Samarin Ananoliy Nikolayevich – corresponding member of the World Academy for complex security, senior researcher of the Institute of Sociology of the Russian Academy of Sciences, candidate of sciences, associate professor of the Chair of philosophy of the MGIMO-University of the MFA of Russia (Moscow), Coordinator of the intercollegiate programme “The Culture of Peace. Spiritual foundations of the international community”, member of the Presidium of the Central Council of the Movement for revival of the national science.

*Solidarity as a fundamental value in intercultural communications*

Afanasyeva Natalya Vladimirovna – candidate of sciences (psychology), lecturer at the Chair of Theory and Practice of Culture of the Russian Academy for Public Administration (Russia, Moscow)

*The potential of self-realization in the process of intercultural dialogue*

Agoshkov Andrey Valerievich – candidate of sciences, editor-in-chief of the “Problems of cultural studies” magazine (Russia, Moscow)

*The “iosifits” and the disinterested*
SECTION II: CULTURAL DIVERSITY: PERSPECTIVES OF A DIALOGUE FOR REGIONAL PATTERNS OF DEVELOPMENT

Section meetings hold in three sessions:
Parallel Panel I: 9.00 a.m. – 11.30 a.m.;
Parallel Panel II: 12.00 p.m. – 14.00 p.m.;
Parallel Panel III: 15.00 p.m. – 17.00.

9.00 a.m. – 17.00 p.m.
Location: Hall № 7 (Building II)

Section Description: According to analysis of the contemporary socio-cultural situation, sharpening of inter-religious and inter-cultural conflicts confirms a need of new cultural and religious paradigms. This problem is closely connected with such concepts, as “cultural diversity”, “multi-polar world”, “inter-religious and inter-cultural dialogue”, which are guiding lines for the process of sustainable development of the tolerant society. Today, in terms of globalization, the present-day socio-cultural situation produces a special interest for interdisciplinary researches, particularly with relation to phenomena of tolerance and intolerance of society, multi-cultural situation and transnational culture. The concept of “future culture” will possess the effect of prognosis and paradigm value only in case if the problems, indicated above, are comprehended from the humanitarian point of view, as well as from the interdisciplinary position.

The Points of Discussion:
– cultural diversity as a strategy of inter-religious and inter-cultural dialogue;
– problems of tolerance and intolerance; actualization within society and the Humanities;
– exposure of intolerance by the example of recusancy, extremism, terrorism;
– prerequisites for tolerance and intolerance in the contemporary mass media;
– the role of the mass media in decrease of inter-religious and inter-cultural contradictions risk;
– ways of effective maintenance of cultural diversity in regional and globalization contexts.
**Programme Goals:**
- scientific and theoretic understanding of “cultural diversity” and “multi-polar world” concepts;
- comprehension of tolerance as a dialogic category that is fundamental in the newly appeared inter-religious and inter-cultural dialogue;
- to conceptualize a model of “sustainable development” in the space of inter-religious and inter-cultural dialogue;
- cultural substantiation of effective inter-religious and inter-cultural cooperation;
- trends of inter-religious and inter-cultural dialogue and their classification in terms of globalization;
- cultural diversity within cultural policy and the modern religious paradigm;

**Pragmatic Goals:**
- development of effective forecasting methods of tolerance upbringing;
- understanding of existent forms of intolerance;
- comprehension of extremism: on the one hand, taking it as the universal, sharp problem, not only political, but also — socio-cultural one; on the other hand — taking it as the opponent for “cultural diversity” and “multi-polar world” concepts;
- activation of the tolerance idea, which correlates with globalization, as the ground for achievement of social unity;
- methods of tolerance intensification, particularly for the Russian society; typical displays of this process, such as ethnic tolerance (regarding relations between different ethnic groups), political tolerance (between subjects of politics), gender tolerance, tolerance in the spheres like “resident — migrant” or “region — center”;
- activation of the empathic and dialog components of tolerance as aspiration for mutual understanding between confronting individuals, groups, religions or communities.
Parallel Panel I. 9.00 a.m. – 11.30 a.m.
Chairpersons: Ashurov Muzaffar Kurbanmachmadovich (Tajikistan, Dushanbe)
Krushinski Leshek (Poland)
Schellhammer Erich (Canada, Victoria)
Ivashintsov Dmitry Aleksandrovich (Russia, Saint-Petersburg)
Moderator: Amelin Venalyi Vladimirovich (Russia, Orenburg)

The following addresses will be made by:

Amelin Venalyi Vladimirovich — Deputy Minister, Head of the Board for public relations with national and religious associations of the Ministry for Information Politics, Public and outside relations of the Orenburg region, PhD (history), professor (Russia, Orenburg)

*The problems of interaction of ethnic groups in the border poliethnic region*

Dakhin Andrei Vasilievich — PhD (philosophy), professor, deputy rector of the Volgo-Viatisk Academy for Public Administration under the President of the Russian Federation (Russia, Nizhni-Novgorod))

*A Model for Diversification of Socio-Cultural Space of Modern Russia and Strategies for Social Partnership Renewal: Ethno-Confessional Dimension*

Pigalev Alexander Ivanovich — PhD (philosophy), professor, the Volgograd State University (Russia, Volgograd)

*Cultural Diversity and Perspectives for Regional Models in the Context of Globalization*

Ozdemir Ibrahim — General Director of the Department of Foreign Relations of the Ministry of Education of Turkey, Member of the International organization The Platform “Dialogue of Eurasia” (Turkey, Ankara)/

*Cultural and religious diversity in the 21st century*

Krushinski Leshek — PhD (philosophy), professor at the Maria Kuri-Skladovski University (Liubliana, Poland)

*Pax, tranquillitas, sufficientia vitae by Marsilius of Padua.*

*The Historical Reflexion on the Contemporary Discussions about Peace and Sustainable Development*
Ursul Arkadiy Dmitrievich — PhD (philosophy), professor, Academician at the Academy of Sciences of Moldova, Head of the Chair of Nature Management of the Russian Academy for Public Administration under the President of the Russian Federation (Russia, Moscow)

*Sociocultural Aspects of the Sustainable Development in Terms of Globalization*

Vedenin Yuri Aleksandrovich — Director of the D.S.Lichachev Russian Institute of the cultural and natural heritage, PhD (geography), professor

*Preservation of cultural heritage*

Nalivaiko Inna Mikhailovna — candidate of sciences (philosophy), associate Professor, Chair of Philosophy of Culture of the Belarus State University (Belarus, Minsk)

*New Models of Pluralism and Cultural Diversity*

Vlasov Alexei Viktorovich — candidate of sciences (history), Deputy head of the Chair of History of the Moscow State University Deputy director of the Teaching and Science Center for studying nations of the post-soviet republics of the Russian State University for Human Sciences (Russia, Moscow)

*Sociocultural Interaction in the Post-Soviet Space as a Factor for Overcoming Disintegration Processes*

Vasilyev Yuri Vasilyevich — Director of the Stavropol branch of the North-Caucuses Academy for Civil Service, Head of the branch of UNESCO Chair.

*Ethnocultural dialogue as a pre-condition for public security in the Stavropol region*

Shapiro Vladimir Davydovich — PhD (economics), professor, head of the “Difenora” Centre of the Institute of sociology of the Russian Academy of Sciences

*Interethnic interaction in the Moscow teenager environment (based on the results of the complex sociological survey)*
Gudima Tamara Mikhailovna – candidate of sciences (philosophy), Inspector, Ministry of Culture and Mass Communications of the Russian Federation (Russia, Moscow)

*Legislative Control for Cultural Policy in CIS Countries: Problem of Concordance*

Nazarov Ruvshan Rinatovich – candidate of sciences (philosophy), researcher, Department of Ethnology of the Institute of history of the Academy of Sciences of the Republic Uzbekistan (Uzbekistan, Tashkent)

*Ethnocultural Diversity: An Experience of Uzbekistan*

Salov Evgeni Ivanovich – candidate of sciences (philosophy), Chairman of the State Council Committee for Culture, Mass Media, NGO’s and religious organizations of the Republic of Adygeya (Russia, Maikop)

*Cultural Diversity Strategies as an Alternative for Ethnocentrism*

Radionova Natalia – candidate of sciences (philosophy), associate professor, the Kharkov National G.S. Skovoroda Pedagogic University (Ukraine, Harkov)

*Regional Models for the Development: Burden of Tradition and Break-Through of Modernization*

Bortnikova Tatiana Gennadievna – PhD (cultural studies), associate professor, the Tambov State University (Russia, Tambov)

*Social Organization of Ethnic Groups in the Sociocultural Space of Polycultural Region*

Kultyeva Marina Dmitrievna – PhD (philosophy), professor, Head of the Chair of the Kharkov National G.S. Skovoroda Pedagogic University (Ukraine, Harkov)

*Intercultural Dialogue at Slobotkanschina (East Ukraine) as a Prerequisite for Sustainable Development of Ukraine*

Muzika Oksana Anatolievna – head of the Chair of philosophy of the Taganrog State University

*The Socio-Cultural Trends of Globalization*
Kochelyaeva Nina Ivanovna – candidate of sciences (history), secretary of the Russian Institute for Cultural Research (Russia, Moscow)
Problems of Intercultural and Interethnic Interaction (Based upon a History of Jerusalem City in VII-Beginning of XXI Centuries)

Kostina Anna Vladimirovna – PhD (philosophy), Deputy Director of All-Russia Folk House, associate professor (Russia, Moscow)
Conflict Between States – Dialogue between peoples. Russians and Germans in World War II

Perepelkin Lev Stanislavovich – candidate of sciences (history), Head of the Cultural Policy Department of the Russian Institute for Cultural Research; Vladislav G. Stelmah (Russia, Moscow)
The Ethnic Minorities of Russian Megapolises and the National Cultural Policy

COFFEE BREAK
11.30 a.m. – 12.00 p.m.
Location: Atrium (Building II)

Parallel Panel II
12.00 p.m. – 14.00 p.m.

Chairpersons: Tishkov Valeriy Aleksandrovich – moderator
Shadje Asiet Yusupovna (Russia, Maykop)
Okolnikova Svetlana Anatolievna (Russia, Abakan)
Ozdemir Ibrahim (Ankara, Turkey)

Moderator: Tishkov Valeriy Aleksandrovich (Russia, Moscow)

The following addresses will be made by:

Shadzhe Asiet Yusufovna – PhD (philosophy), professor at the Chair of Philosophy and Sociology of the Adygeya State University (Russia, Maikop)
A Value Potential of the Ethnocultural Factor in Northern Caucasus
Bevzenko Lubov Dvitrievna — PhD (sociology), senior researcher of the Sociology Institute of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine (Ukraine, Kiev)

Language Space for Ukraine: 
the Possibility of Self-Organizational Analysis

Gordeeva Maria Alexandrovna — candidate of sciences (history), Deputy head of the Chair of Culture of Peace and Democracy (UNESCO), the Russian State Humanitarian University (Russia, Moscow)

A Search for New Intercultural Dialogue Strategies: Managing the Mechanisms of Perception

Tokstosunova Adash — the Public Foundation “The Dialogue of Civilizations” (Kyrgyzstan, Bishkek)

Identity and the dialogue of cultures in the era of globalization

Malakhova Galina Nikolayevna — PhD (history), professor, Director of the Piatigorsk Branch of the North-Caucus Academy for Public Administration, head of the Chair of the state and municipal management

The Problems of the Cadres in the Realization of the State National Politics: the Regional Context

Gorushkina Svetlana Nikolaevna — Deputy Chair of Cultural Policy Department of the Ministry of Culture and Mass Communications of the Russian Federation (Russia, Moscow)

Cultural Policy in Terms of Polyethnic and Multiculturality

Vostryakov Lev Evgenievich — PhD (politics), Editor-in-chief of the magazine of the North-West Academy for Public Administration under the President of the Russian Federation “Upravlencheskoe Konsultirovanie” (Russia, St. Petersburg)

Methodology- Theoretic Basis for Analysis of State Cultural Policy in Terms of Democratization

Timashkov Alexey Yurievich — researcher of the Saint-Petersburg branch of the Russian Institute for cultural studies.

The style Modern in the Processes of European Integration
Okolnikova Svetlana Anatolievna — Minister of Culture of Hakassia (Russia, Abakan)

*Non-Material Cultural Heritage of Hakassia as an Object for Cultural Policy (Towards the Problem of the Preservation of Cultural Diversity)*

Godovanets Yuri Anatolievich — candidate of sciences (cultural studies), Deputy Head of the Board for Preservation of Cultural Objects of the Ministry of Culture and Mass Communications of the Russian Federation (Russia, Moscow)

*Preservation of Cultural Values in the New Conditions of International Cultural Activity*

Dovgopolova Oxana Andreevna — candidate of sciences (philosophy), doctorate student at the Chair of Philosophy and Basis for Humanitarian Knowledge of the Odessa National Mechnikov I.I. University (Ukraine, Odessa)

*Traps of Tolerance: Features of Legal, Theoretical and Commonplace Understanding of Tolerance in the Age of Globalization*

Ashurov Muzaffar Kurbanmahmadovich — Chairman, the Governing Board of the State Madzhlisi Milli and Madzhlisi Oli of the Republic of Tajikistan (Tajikistan, Dushanbe)

*Problems of Conflict Resolution in the Context of Muslim Culture*

Astafieva Olga Nikolaevna — PhD (philosophy), professor, Deputy Head of the Chair of the Theory and Practice of Culture of the Russian Academy for Public Administration under the President of the Russian Federation (Russia, Moscow)

*Ethno-Cultural Tension: Polylog Space Formation as a Condition for Its Resolution*

Musienko Lubov’ Aleksandrovna — Head of the Department for public relations with religious associations of Saint-Petersburg of the Saint-Petersburg Administration; Ivanov Vladimir Georgievich — senior specialist of the Department for public relations with religious associations of Saint-Petersburg of the Saint-Petersburg Governor, candidate of sciences (philosophy) (Russia, Saint-Petersburg).

*The Programme “Tolerance” in Saint-Petersburg*
Romanov Vyacheslav Leonidovich — PhD (sociology), PhD (medicine), professor, Head of the Chair of organization of social systems and anti-crisis management at the Russian Academy of Public Administration (Russia, Moscow)

The socio-innovative context of intercultural communications

LUNCH

14.00 p.m. — 15.00 p.m.
Location: Cafe «Yugo-Zapadnoe» Building II.

Parallel Panel III
15.00 p.m. — 16.45 p.m.
Location

Chairpersons: Mamedolieva Sevda (Azerbaijan, Baku)
Avksentiev Viktor Anatolievich (Russia, Stavropol’)
Donald Michaloew (USA, Bellingham)
Rezvan Efim Anatolievich (Russia, Saint-Petersburg)
Bialcek Mustafa (Turkey, Istanbul)

Moderator: Bak Dmitry Petrovich (Russia, Moscow)

The following addresses will be made by:

Malygina Irina Viktorovna — Doctor of Philosophy, Assistant professor, Head of the Chair of the Theory of Culture, Ethics and Aesthetics of Moscow University of Culture and Arts (Russia, Moscow)
Development Vectors of Russian Identity in Terms of Global Processes

Shevchenko Vladimir Nikolayevich — PhD (philosophy), professor at the Chair of philosophy, Russian Academy for Public Administration under the President of the Russian Federation (Russia, Moscow)
The Dialogue of the Russian and Ukrainian Cultures: the Present Situation and Prospects

Ternovaya Lyudmila Olegovna — PhD (history), professor at the Chair of National, Federal and International Relations of the Russian
Academy for Public Administration under the President of the Russian Federation (Russia, Moscow)

Two Worlds: the World of Politics and the World of Symbols

Astvatsaturova Maya Artashesovna — PhD (political studies), associate professor, deputy director of the Piatigorsk Branch of the North-Caucasus Academy for Public Administration, professor at the Chair of social and political disciplines

The Resources of Ethnocultural Identity and National-Cultural Self-Determination in the Political Project of the Russian Identity

Saveliev Victor Vasilievich — PhD (philosophy), professor, Chair of the National, Federal and International Relations of the Russian Academy for Public Administration under the President of the Russian Federation (Russia, Moscow)

Russian Model for Cultural Diversity: Reality and Horizons of Formation

Avksentiev Victor Anatolievich — PhD (philosophy), professor, Chairman of the Department for social and political problems in the Caucasus of the South Scientific Center of Russian Academy of Sciences; Kashirin Valery Ivanovich— PhD (philosophy), professor, Chair of sociology and ethnology of the Stavropol State University (Russia, Stavropol)

Regional Conflict Studies in the Context of Time Culture

Donald Michaloew — professor at the University of Bellingham (Bellingham, USA)

A Framework for Resolving Cultural and Religious Tension

Bagramov Eduard Aleksandrovich — PhD (philosophy), professor at the Moscow State Pedagogical University, editor-in-chief of the magazine “Eurasia. Peoples. Cultures. Religions. (Russia, Moscow)

The National Factor in the Context of Globalization

Rezvan Efim Anatolievich — Deputy Director of the Peter the Great Museum of anthropology and ethnography

Project “Idjma-Soglasie”: the texts of interviews as a historical source (to be paralleled by film demonstration).
Mamedov Fuad Teyubovich — PhD (philosophy), professor, Academy of Government (Azerbaijan, Baku)

Culture as a Way to Peace, Sustainable Development and International Security

Filatov Anatoli Sergeevich — Director of the Centre for ethno-social studies at the Chair of political studies and sociology of the Tavria national V.I.Vernadsky (Ukraine, Simferopol)

Polyethnic Space: Civil Society, Religion and Tolerance in the Crimea (based upon the results of sociological study “Civic Initiative and Inter-religious Relations State in Crimea”)

Vorobiev Sergei Alexandrovich — Senior lecturer, Chair of Philosophy of Volga-Viatsk Academy for Public Administration under the President of the Russian Federation (Russia, Nizhni-Novgorod)

Ethno-Confessional Subjects of Civil Society: Problem of Formation and Interaction in Terms of Regional Policy

Karpukhin Oleg Ivanovich — PhD (sociology), professor, Advisor to the Head of the Federal Council Assembly of the Russian Federation (Russia, Moscow)

The Today’s Cultural Policy

Guseinov Chingiz Gasanovich — PhD (Philology), professor, writer (Russia, Moscow)

Dialogue of Religions

Ivashintsov Dmitry Aleksandrovich — PhD (technologies), professor, Co-Chairman of the International

Ethnocultural worlds and a system of fundamental values

Kulibaba Sergey Ivanovich — candidate of sciences (arts), Director of the Astrakhan Centre for Folks Arts

Spiritual and cultural foundations of the interethnic interaction: regional practice

Voronkova Liudmila Petrovna — PhD (philosophy), professor, Head of the Chair for cultural studies at Moscow State University

Cultural Tourism as a factor for Sustainable Development
Bazhukov Vladimir Ivanovich — candidate of sciences (philosophy), assistant professor, Deputy Head of the Chair for Cultural Studies of Institute for professional retraining of the Moscow State University (Russia, Moscow)

*Cultural and Social Anthropology in the Education Process: Intercultural Communications Learning*

Sidorov Alexander Nikolaevich — PhD (philosophy), Head of the Department for postgraduate students, assistant professor, Chair of Philosophy of the Volga-Viatsk Academy for Public Administration under the President of the Russian Federation (Russia, Nizhni-Novgorod)

*The Influence of Cultural Policy on Cultural Diversity and Intercultural Dialogue in a Local Region*
SECTION III. RELIGIONS IN THE MODERN WORLD:
STATE-TO-CONFESSIONS RELATIONS IN THE
CIS COUNTRIES

Section meetings hold in three panels:
Parallel Panel I: 9.00 a.m. – 11.30 a.m.;
Parallel Panel II: 12.00 p.m. – 14.00 p.m.

9.00 a.m. – 17.00 p.m.
Location: Lecture room 1188 (Building II.)

Description of the Section’s Works:

State-to-confessions relations play a significant and ever-growing role in public life in CIS states. Cooperation is under way between the state and religious organizations in resolving a whole array of social problems; social partnership experience is being accumulated. Religious organizations are quite active in the interconfessional dialogue, are instrumental to the extinguishing of interconfessional and interethnic conflicts. Their role is also felt in countering extremism. At the same time, there’s a degree of difference in the practices of building relations in the state-to-religious organizations rapport in various CIS countries. There is also some unresolved issues and difficulties, part of which is common to all countries and some are peculiar for a given country.

The Following Subject Matter Will Be Discussed at the Section:
– The practices of social partnership of the State and religious organizations;
– Issues of the legal status of religious organizations;
– Relations of the state with religious organizations in matters of settling down interconfessional and interethnic conflicts, countering extremism;
– Organization of religious education in soviet schools and state regulation of religious education;
– Peculiarities of property relations and taxation of religious organizations, regulation of religious of their activities;
– Issues of new religious movements and missionary activities of various confessions.
Program Goals of the Section’s Work:
– To conduct legal and theoretical comparison research of the practices of state-to-confessions relations with regard to historical realities and religious situation in various countries;
– To detect the tendencies of state-to-confessions relationships development, the common and the peculiar problems and difficulties in various CIS countries;
– To find the perspectives of cooperation between the state and the religious organizations in what concerns maintaining peace and concord in society.

The Pragmatic Goals:
– To elaborate recommendations on improving legislation in terms of freedom of conscience and with regard to religious organizations;
– To exchange best practices of cooperation between the state and the religious organizations in welfare, education, as well as other areas of social services;
– To discuss forms and methods of countering religious based extremism and illegal activities of religious organizations.

Parallel Panel I.
9.00 a.m.— 11.30 a.m.

Chairpersons: Vasilyeva Olga Yurievna — moderator (Russia, Moscow)
Sgibneva Olga Ivanovna (Russia, Volgograd)
Lewis Bazet (Lebanon, Beirut)
Kalinov Aleksandr Sergeevich (Belarus, Minsk)
Joseph Yakub (France, Lion)

The following addresses will be made by:

Kudriavtsev Aleksandr Il’ich — candidate of sciences (history), deputy head of the Department for humanitarian politics and public relations of the Board of the President of the Russian Federation for interior politics, secretary of the Council on interaction with the religious associations under the President of the Russian Federation (Russia, Moscow)

*The State-Confessions Relations in Today’s Russia: prospects, ways for positive developments*
Sebentsov Andrey Evgenievich — head of the Board for public relations with public and religious associations of the Department of mass communications, culture and education of the Government of the Russian Federation

*The perfection of the legal base of the state-confessions relations*

Martyniuk Eduard Ivanovich — PhD (philosophy), assistant professor, Chair of the Odessa I.I. Mechnikov National University, Deputy Dean for international relations, Chairman of the Science Research Center “Comparative Religions Research”, Nikitchenko Elena Eduardovna (Ukraine, Odessa)

*Dialogue as Convergent Process for Religious Life in the Later XX Century*

Joseph Yacoub — Professor, Université Catholique Institut des droits de l’homme (Lyon, France)

*The Russian Orthodox Approach of Human Rights: Contribution to Intercultural Dialogue*

Vasilieva Olga Yurievna — PhD (history), professor, Head of the Chair of state-confessions relations at the Russian Administration for Public Administration under the President of the Russian Federation (Russia, Moscow)

*Orthodoxy and Human Rights*

Avanesova Galina Alexeevna — PhD (philosophy), professor, Head of the Chair of Cultural Studies of the State M. Sholokhov Humanities University

*The Changing of the Social Status of Traditional Religions in the Modern Russia*

Bashirov Lemma Akhmatovich — candidate of sciences (philosophy), associate professor at the Chair of state-confessions relations at the Russian Administration for Public Administration under the President of the Russian Federation (Russia, Moscow)

*The Dialogue between Islam and Orthodoxy: the present situation and prospects*

Syukiyainen Leonid Rudolfovich — PhD (law), professor at the Chair of law theory and comparative jurisprudence of the Law faculty of the
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State University — the Higher school of economics, professor at the UNESCO Chair

The State policy toward Islam in the CIS countries: problems and prospects

Ivanova Irina Ivanovna — Head of the Chair of Philosophy of Science KPCY, Chairperson of Kirgiz Branch of Russian Philosophy Society (Kirgizia, Bishkek)

The Ways of Overcoming the Destructive Tendencies of Confessionalism

Zhukova Ludmila Gennadievna — PhD (cultural studies), Deputy Director of the Center for Religions Studies of Russian State University for Human Sciences (Russia, Moscow)

Religious Groups of the Closed nature: Strategies for Interreligious Interaction with the Religious Majority

Komarova Liudmila Vasilievna — candidate of sciences (history), associate professor at the Chair of Theory and Practice of Culture of the Russian Administration for Public Administration under the President of the Russian Federation (Russia, Moscow)

Dialogue in the interconfessional relations

Ryzhov Yuri Vladimirovich — PhD (cultural studies), assistant professor, the Taganrog State University (Russia, Taganrog)

The “New Religiosity” and New Religious Movements: Sociocultural Analysis (“Alternative Orthodoxy” in the Modern Russia)

Rabinovich Vadim Lvovich — PhD (philosophy), professor, Head of the Department “The Languages Of Cultures” of the Russian Institute for Cultural Research (Russia, Moscow)

Neither Hellenic nor Judaic?

Mukomel V.I. — Doctor of Sociology, Director, Center for Ethnopolitical and Regional Researches, Research worker, Institute of Sociology of Russian Academy of Sciences (Russia, Moscow)

A Tolerance against Xenophobia: International and Russian Experience
Skorodumova Olga Borisovna — PhD (philosophy), professor, the Chair of Cultural Studies of the Moscow Humanitarian University (Russia, Moscow)

Untraditional Cults in Virtual Space of Ru Net

Nikiforova Basia — Doctor of Humanities, Institute of Culture, Philosophy and Arts (Vilnius, Lithuania)

Religious Pluralism as a Factor of Identity Development

Ikonnikova Nataliya Kirillovna — PhD (sociology), assistant professor, senior researcher, the Russian Institute for Cultural Research

Communities’ Religious Self-identity and Social Capitals of Communities within Polyconfessional Region (Based On the Survey of the Republic of Bashkortostan Situation)

Skurko Elena Vyacheslavovna — candidate (law), researcher, Institute of State and Law of Russian Academy of Sciences (Russia, Moscow)

Law and Religious Culture in Terms of Globalization (Toward Problem of Inter-religious Dialogue)

Chekushov Andrei Alexandrovich — PhD (philosophy), assistant professor, Deputy Director of Vladimir Branch of Russian Academy for Public Administration under the President of the Russian Federation (Russia, Vladimir)

Inter-Ethnic and Inter-Confessional Communications: Ethic Dimension

COFFEE BREAK

11.30 a.m. — 12.00 p.m.
Location: atrium (Building II)
Parallel Panel II
12.00 p.m. – 14.00 p.m.

Chairpersons: Yablokov Igor Nikolayevich – moderator (Russia, Moscow)
Chebbi Mestiri (France, Paris)
Karabayeva Zamira Shirmetovna (Kyrgyzstan, Bishkek)
Nino Chikovani (Georgia, Tbilisi)
Sebentsov Andrey Evgenievich (Russia, Moscow)
Ali Sami Yildirim (Turkey, Istanbul)

The following addresses will be made by:

Karnatskaya Larisa Anatolievna – candidate of sciences (psychology), assistant professor, Chair of Management of the Moscow Institute of Pedagogy and Psychology, Secretary, Center for Humanistic Research in Moscow (Russia, Moscow)
Reconciliation as a Way for Birth of One Unified Human Civilization

Kamel Ibragim Paufic – PhD (philosophy), senior researcher of the Institute for Oriental Studies of the Russian Academy of Sciences
Interpretation of the religious texts and upbringing of tolerance

Sakhrokov Vladimir Aslanukovich – assistant professor at the Chair of English Philology of the Russian State Social University (Russia, Moscow)
West and East:
Dialogue or Confrontation?

Mohamad Tavacol – General Secretary of the Iranian National Commission for UNESCO, professor of the Tehran University
The Silk Road and Globalization: preservation of cultural identity in the context of global networking

Nemirovskaya Ludmila Zaharovna – PhD (philosophy), professor, Chair of Cultural Studies for professional retraining of the Moscow State University (Russia, Moscow)
Three Faces of Monotheism
Kogan Zinoviy L’vovicg – Chairman of the Congress of Jewish communities

*The problems of religious education in Russia*

Timoschuk Alexei Stanislavovich – assistant professor of the Chair for humanitarian studies at the Vladimir Institute of Law (Russia, Vladimir)

*Sect Phobia in Aspect of Spiritual Security of Russia*

Zuev Sergei Vasilievich – candidate for theology, Director, Vaishnavsk University (Russia, Moscow)

*The Vaishnavsk Religious Tradition Approach for Interconfessional Dialogue in Russia*

Vasiliev Alexei Grigorievich – candidate of sciences (history), assistant professor, Deputy Head of the Chair of Cultural Studies of the Moscow Pedagogic State University (Russia, Moscow)

*A Politics of Memory and Its Role in Intercultural Communication*

Yablokov Igor Nikolaevich – PhD (philosophy), Professor, Academician at Russian Academy of Nature Sciences, Head of the Chair of Philosophy and Religion, Philosophy Department of the Moscow State University (Russia, Moscow)

*Religious Relations in Polytechnic Sociocultural Space*

Sgibneva Olga Ivanovna – PhD (philosophy), professor, pro-rector for International Relations of the Volgograd State University (Russia, Volgograd)

*Freedom of Conscience Policy in a Region: Formation Problems*

Spivak Dmitry Leonidovich – PhD (philosophy), professor, Director of the Saint-Petersburg branch of the Russian Institute for cultural studies, Head of UNESCO Chair

*The current problems of interreligious dialogue*

Shamshurin Viktor Ivanovich – PhD (politics), professor, Chair of Political Studies of the Moscow State University (Russia, Moscow)

*Eurasian Studies of Religious Experience*
Gnatik Ekaterina Nikolaevna — PhD (philosophy), professor, Chair of Ontology and Theory of Knowledge of the Russian Friendship University (Russia, Moscow)

*Gene Engineering and Religious Conscience*

Zolotova Tatiana Nikolayevna — candidate of sciences (philosophy), Deputy Director, the Omsk Branch of the Russian Institute for Cultural Research (Russia, Omsk)

*Public Civic and Religious Holydays in Russia: Dialogue of Cultures and Confessions*

Bugayev Anton Mikhaylovich — Chairman of the Charity foundation for the development of the youth peace-building programmes “The Book of Peace” (Russia, Moscow)

*The historical experience of interconfessional relations between Christians and Muslims*

Rodnova Nadezhda Nikolayevna — Secretary of the Russian Philosophy Society

*The methods of the ontological synthesis for prevention of ethnocultural contradictions*

Alakayeva Aleksandra Ivanovna — Senior specialist of the Board for relations with the civil society institutions of the Yamal Government

*The dynamics of the confessional space of Yamal*

**LUNCH**

14.00 p.m. — 15.00 p.m.
Location: Cafe «Yugo-Zapadnoe» Building II.
SECTION IV: MIGRATION PROCESSES AND ETNOCULTURAL DIVERSITY IN TODAY’S WORLD: THE GLOBALIZATION CONTEXT

Section meetings hold in three panels:
Parallel Panel I: 9.00 a.m. — 11.30 a.m.;
Parallel Panel II: 12.00 p.m. — 14.00 p.m.

9.00 a.m. — 17.00 p.m.
Location: Lecture room 1192 (Building II)

Section Description: Migratory process affects the social and economic situation in Russia. While restraining natural decrease of population, it has a positive influence on demography. At the same time, the migrants, whose ethnic, religious and social structure differs from the host population, can cause destabilization of social life. In this regard, there is a need of purposeful cultural assimilation of migrants with further integration into the host community. But this activity does not necessarily mean that migrants must assimilate. The more promising way is keeping their ethno-cultural identity and broadening cultural variety of local communities.

The Points of Discussion:
– characteristics of ethno-cultural diversity in Russia;
– realization of diaspora’s and migrants’ ethno-cultural demands;
– national and cultural autonomy in the Russian Federation: potential and significance for ethno-cultural enrichment;
– problems of migrants’ cultural assimilation;
– the meaning of migrants’ ethno-cultural integration for overcoming of ethnic extremism.

Programme Goals:
– to discuss problems of migrants’ assimilation into the Russian society;
– exchange of opinions concerning integration into host (local and regional) communities;
– to analyze realization of the Federal Act for “National and Cultural Autonomy”.
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**Pragmatic Goals:**
- to work out recommendations for the migrants from neighboring and foreign countries in order to optimize a process of their cultural assimilation and further integration into the Russian society;
- to discuss and make suggestions regarding national cultural policy that promotes ethno-cultural diversity;
- to define a pattern of ethno-cultural policy in the regions of the Russian Federation.

**Parallel Panel I**
**9.00a.m. – 11.30 a.m.**

**Chairpersons:** Michaylov Vyacheskav Aleksandrovich — moderator (Russia, Moscow)
Zhuravsky Aleksandr V. (Russia, Moscow)
Ulmasov Rakhmon Ulmasovich (Tajikistan, Dushanbe)
Poplavski Wieslaw Tadeusz (Poland, Bialystok)
Abuseytova Meriet (Kazackstan, Astana)
Vishnevski Anatoly Grigorievich (Russia, Moscow)

The following addresses will be made by:

**Vishnevski Anatoliy Grigorievich** — PhD (economics), professor, Director of the Institute of Demography, member of the UNESCO expert group for the World report on cultural diversity (Russia, Moscow)

*Demographic Processes and Cultural Diversity*

**Poplavski Wieslaw Tadeusz** — PhD (sociology), professor of the Faculty of management of the Politechnic University (Bialystok, Poland)

*Strategies of Local Sustainable Development in Poland as Future Studies*

**Vorobieva Olga Dmitrievna** — PhD (economics), professor, Head of the Chair of Demography and Migration Policy, the Moscow State Social University (Russia, Moscow)

*Globalization of the Migration Processes: Dimensions and the Regional Peculiarities of International Migration*
Zhuravski Aleksandr Vladimirovich – candidate of sciences (history), Director of the Department for inter-ethnic relations, Ministry for Regional Development of the Russian Federation (Russia, Moscow)

*Alternative Migration Strategies for Russia in the Context of National Security and Regional Development Problems*

Zaynchkovskaya Jeanna Anatolievna – candidate of sciences (geography), Head of the Center for Migration Research of the Institute for National Economic Forecasting of the Russian Academy of Sciences (Russia, Moscow)

*Migration into Russia: Ethnic Dimension*

Dashdamirov Afrand Firudinovich – PhD (philosophy), professor at the Chair of national, federative and international relations of the Russian Academy for Civil Service, Office of the President of the Russian Federation, full member of the National Academy of Sciences of the Republic of Azerbaijan (Moscow, Russia).

*Migrants in Russia: unequal dialogue*

Pistryakova Svetlana Arkadievna – candidate of sciences (politics), assistant professor at the Chair of National, Federal and International Relations of Russian Academy of Public Administration under the President of the Russian Federation (Russia, Moscow)

*The alternatives to the migration strategy for Russia: toward the problem of sociocultural integration.*

Ulmasov Rakhmon Ulmasovich – candidate of sciences (philosophy), assistant professor, Deputy Rector of the Slavic Tajik University (Tajikistan, Dushanbe)

*Positive and Negative Aspects of Foreign Labor Migration*

Stefanenko Tatyana Gavrilovna – PhD (psychology), professor, head of the Chair of social psychology of the Psychology Institute of the Moscow State University.

*Tolerance against xenophobia: the Global and Russian experience*

Dianova Valentina Mikhaylovna – PhD (philosophy), professor at the Chair for theoretical and applied cultural studies of the Faculty of
philosophy and political studies of the Saint-Petersburg State University
(Russia, Saint-Petersburg)

*Identity in the context of migration processes*

**Gurienkova Tamara Dmitrievna** — head of the Board of public relations of the Administration of the town of Surgut (Russia, Surgut)

*The Resources of Tolerance in the ethnoconfessional space of a Northern Town*

**Sidorova Elena Victorovna** — the Board of the Constitutional law-making of the Department of the Constitutional law-making in the sphere of security of the Ministry of Justice of the Russian Federation (Russia, Moscow)

*Migration and the Formation of Ethnocultural and Ethnoreligious Diasporas: Problems of Coexistence in the Conditions of Cultural Diversity*

**Verbitskaya Olga Michaylovna** — PhD (history), senior researcher at the Institute Russian History of the Russian Academy of Sciences (Russia, Moscow)

*Migration in the Post Soviet Space and Changes in National Composition of the Russian Federation (the 90s)*

**Abramova Olga Dmitrievna** — PhD (political studies), professor at the Chair of national, federative and international relations of the Russian Academy for Public Administration under the President of the Russian Federation (Russia, Moscow), **Yavchunovskaya Regina Anatolievna** — PhD (political studies), professor at the Chair of national, federative and international relations of the Russian Academy for Public Administration under the President of the Russian Federation (Russia, Moscow)

*The influence of migration processes upon the political-economical security of Russia*

**Buyanov Valeriy Stepanovich** — PhD (philosophy), professor at the Chair of national, federative and international relations of the Russian Academy for Public Administration under the President of the Russian Federation (Russia, Moscow), **Gadjieva Rukiyat Gadjiyevna** — candidate of sciences (psychology), senior lecturer at the Chair of acmeology professor at the Chair of national, federative and international relations of
the Russian Academy for Public Administration under the President of the Russian Federation (Russia, Moscow)

The Globalization of the International Migration and the problems of intercivilizational relations

Nazarova Elena Aleksandrovna – candidate of sciences (sociology), assistant professor at the Chair of Sociology of the Russian Academy for Public Administration under the President of the Russian Federation (Russia, Moscow)

Multinational Megapolis: Migration Policy and Ethnocultural Diversity

Parallel Panel II
12.00 – 14.00 a.m.
Location: Lecture room 1192 (Building II)

Chairpersons: Dyachenko Lidia Nikolayevna – moderator (Russia, Moscow)
Ruzanna Nakobian (Armenia, Yerevan)
Emil Dragnev (Moldova, Chisinau)
Ugo Navotnyi (Argentina)

The following addresses will be made by:

Novotnyi Ugo Omar – President of the Humanistic Research Center in Moscow, Representative of the European Humanistic International in Russia, Director of the program “Humanistic Forum of Civilizations” Multiculturality and Non-Violence: New Paradigms in International, Social and Personal Relations

Nizhnikov Sergei Anatolievich – PhD (philosophy), professor at the Chair of History of Philosophy of the Russian Friendship University (Russia, Moscow)

A Non-Violence Policy: Morality and Politics in the History of Political Thought

Dyachenko Lidia Nikolayevna – candidate of sciences, Deputy Director of the Department of inter-ethnic relations of the Ministry for regional development of the Russian Federation (Russia, Moscow)

Ethnocultural diversity: regional strategies
Polenina Svetlana Vasilievna – PhD (law), professor, Honorary lawyer of the Russian Federation, Head of the Department of General Theory and Sociology of Law of the State and Law Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences (Russia, Moscow)

*The Human Rights of Women, Multiculturalism, Globalization*

Nazaretyan Akop Pogosovic. – PhD (philosophy), professor, senior researcher at the Institute for Oriental Studies of the Russian Academy of Sciences (Russia, Moscow)

*Social Violence: Past, Present and Future*

Leshkevitch Tatiana Gennadievna – PhD (philosophy), professor, the South Federal University, Department of Philosophy and Cultural Studies; Evseeva Ludmila Valerievna – candidate of sciences (philosophy), assistant professor, doctorate student (Russia, Rostov-on-Don)

*Problems of the Sociocultural Self-Identification in the Context of Communication and Global Processes*

Saburov Jorubali Astanakulovich – The Third Secretary at the Embassy of Republic of Tajikistan in the Russian Federation (Tajikistan, Dushanbe)

*The Paths of Intercultural Interaction: Tajikistan in the New Historic Reality*

Saiko Elena Anatolievna – PhD (philosophy), assistant professor, Chair of the Theory and Practice of Culture of Russian Academy of Public Administration under the President of the Russian Federation (Russia, Moscow)

*Intolerance as a Precedental Sociocultural Phenomenon*

Voitsehovich Vyacheslav Emirikovich – PhD (philosophy), professor, the Tver State University (Russia, Tver)

*The Evolution of Cultural Values in the Epoch of Globalization*

Rumiantsev Oleg Konstantinovich – PhD (philosophy), senior researcher at the Institute of cultural studies

*The Two-Headed Eagle: a Fateful Dilemma or a Mutual Relevance*

**LUNCH**

14.00 p.m. – 15.00 p.m.
Location: Cafe «Yugo-Zapadnoe» Building II.
ROUND TABLE WITH THE PARTICIPATION OF THE UNESCO CHAIRS: THE ROLE OF EDUCATION IN DEVELOPMENT OF INTER-CULTURAL AND INTERRELIGIOUS DIALOGUE

Section meetings hold in three panels:
Parallel Panel I: 9.00a.m. – 11.30a.m.;
Parallel Panel II: 12.00p.m. – 14.00p.m.

9.00a.m. – 14.00 a.m.
Location: Lecture room 2076 (Building II)

Section description: Tolerance in general and socio-cultural tolerance is supplied with social responsibility. These aspects of human’s individual and public life depend directly on traditional and new socio-cultural standards, their estimation and interpretation. Such standards appear in the course of educational activity of public institutions, as well as by means of the mass media. Professional skills of a specialist who provides transmission of the socio-cultural standard are basic components of socio-political stability in a region and the way of its development.

The points of discussion:
– civil society; traditional and alternative values and their propaganda by social groups;
– the role of traditional religious organizations in social dynamics of an open society; development of democratic ways of interaction;
– secular and religious education as the way for transmission of socio-cultural values;
– matter of education and qualifying requirements for teachers of Religion Studies;
– communication between ethno-national cultures, subcultures, public and political organizations on the subject of inter-religious and cultural exchange;
– sources of information and educational system; their role in satisfaction of moral, cognitive and cultural needs of social groups and individuals;
– globalization and problems of ethno-national and cultural identity as a substantial task of education;
– ethno-religious and ethno-national traditions in public management;
— national holidays, religious holidays and anniversaries;
— upbringing of tolerance and social responsibility in terms of social communication and information technologies.

Program goals:
— to discuss quality of education with reference to professional skills of those who facilitate the socio-cultural dialogue between federal, public and religious institutions;
— to analyze total experience in socio-cultural dialogue by the example of national and religious holidays, in terms of tolerance growth, social responsibility, maintaining of political stability and development of socio-cultural space.

Parallel Panel I.
9.00a.m. – 11.30a.m.

Chairpersons: Moreva Liubava Mikhailovna – moderator (UNESCO)
Yuldasheva Mavjudma Rachmatovna (Tajikistan, Dushanbe)
Kostikova Margarita Nikolayevna (Russia, Moscow)
Joseph Kreidi (Lebanon, Beirut)
Kuznetsova Tatyana Fedorovna (Russia, Moscow)

The following addresses will be made by:

Steven Shankman – Oregon Humanities Center, Chairholder, UNESCO Chair in Transcultural Studies, Interreligious Dialogue and Peace, Distinguished Professor of English and Classics, (USA)
Reading for Peace

Mohammed Chebbi Mestiri – Director of the International Institute of Islamic Thought (France, Paris)
Teaching Religion: between the challenges of Secularism and Fundamentalism

Moreva Liubava Mikhailovna – Programme Officer for Culture of the UNESCO Moscow Office for Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, the Republic of Moldova and the Russian Federation
Unity of the World and Diversity of Worldviews
Kostikova Margarita Nikolayevna – PhD (pedagogy), Adviser at the Federal Agency for Education (Russia, Moscow)

**The Acknowledgement of Confessional Specifics in the politics of the Czarist Russia Toward Education: Historical Experience**

Karimov Gasym Mamiedovich – professor at the Chair of state-confessions relations of the Russian Academy of Public Administration (Russia, Moscow)

**Islamic Education: the Present Situation and Problems**

Inese Sviestina – Department of the Theory and History of Culture, the Latvian Academy of Culture (Latvia)

**Some Trends in the Contemporary European Thought**

Aviva Doron – Professor of comparative literature, University of Haifa, Chairholder, UNESCO Chair for Intercultural Dialogue, University of Haifa (Israel)

**The Role of Intercultural Studies in promoting Intercultural Dialogue**

Fatykhova Fliza Faatovna – Associate professor, World wide History and Cultura of the East Institute of Economics, Humanitarian Sciences, Governing and Law (Russia, Ufa)

**Interethnic Relations in the Ural Volga Region as Subject for Learning at Non History Departments of the Institute**

Svatko Yuri Ivanovich – Member of the National Commission for UNESCO, PhD (philology), professor, Head of the UNESCO Chair “Human Rights, Peace, Democracy, Tolerance, Mutual Understanding among People” of the National University “Kievo-Mogilyansk Academy” (Ukraine, Kiev))

**Challenges and obstacles to the formation of peace culture, mutual understanding and human rights in the globalized world**

Batova Natalia Konstantinovna – PhD (philosophy), assistant professor, Chairperson at the Public Relations and National Issues Department of Machinery Administration of Magadan Region (Russia, Magadan)

**Culture and Religion: Up-to-Date Reading of Russian Philosophy Cultural Tradition**
Schellhammer Erich Paul — Professor, School of Peace and Conflict Management, Royal Roads University (Canada)

Cultural Diversity as an Outcome of Human Ontology: Its Lessons for Education

Kiyashcenko Nikolai Ivanovich — PhD (philosophy), professor, senior researcher at the Institute of philosophy of the Russian Academy of Sciences (Russia, Moscow)

Can We Teach Religion and Faith?

Petrenko Elena Leonidovna — PhD (philosophy), professor at the Chair of philosophy at the Russian Academy for Public Administration under the President of the Russian Federation (Russia, Moscow)

About Religion and Science in the Context of Fundamental Discourse

Bak Dmitry Petrovich — candidate of sciences (philosophy), Deputy rector of the Russian State University for Human Sciences (Russia, Moscow)

Migration Policy and Transfer of Educational Systems: Global and Regional Tendencies

Danilenko Boris — candidate of theology, Director of the Synod library of the Moscow Patriarchate

The Problems of Religious Education in Today’s Russia

Parallel Panel II.
12.00 — 14.00 ч.

Chairpersons: Mironov Vladimir Vasilievich — Moderator (Russia, Moscow)
Guerreiro Rosa Maria (UNESCO)
Reznik Yuri Michaylovich (Moscow, Russia)
Aviva Doron (Israel)

Reznik Yuri Mikhailovich — PhD (philosophy), professor, Deputy Director of the Russian Institute for Cultural Research, Editor-in-chief of the magazine “Lichnost. Kultura. Obshchestvo”. (Russia, Moscow)

Personality and System in the Context of the Interaction of Cultural Worlds
Retyunskikh Larisa Timofeevna – PhD (philosophy), professor, Moscow State University, President of the Interregional Non-governmental Children’s Organization “Philosophy for Children”

*Philosophy with Children as the Way for Intercultural and Interconfessional Dialogue: the Language of Mutual Understanding (Master-Class)*

Rezhabek Evgeni Yaroslavovich— PhD (philosophy), professor, Director of the Center for High Humanitarian Education on Cultural Studies, the South Federal University (Russia, Rostov-on-Don);

Shulman M.M. – PhD (philosophy), assistant professor, Center for High Humanitarian Education on Cultural Studies (Russia, Rostov-on-Don)

*Perspectives and Limits of Science in the Promotion of Intercultural and Interregional Understanding*

Konverski Anatoli Evgenievich — Corresponding member of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, PhD (philosophy), professor, Head of the Chair of Philosophy of the Kiev Taras Shevchenko National University (Ukraine, Kiev)

*The role of Intercollegiate Relations in the Development of Intercultural Dialogue*

Silantyeva Margarita Veniaminovna – PhD (philosophy), professor, head of the Chair of philosophy of the Slav academy of culture (Moscow).

*New models of socio-humanitarian knowledge in today’s dialogue of cultures*

Yuldasheva Mavjuda Rakhmatovna – PhD (pedagogy), professor, Russian Tajik Slavic University, Chairholder, UNESCO Chair, (Tajikistan, Dushanbe)

*Cultural Bases of Religion Learning (Based upon special course materials “Culture and Religion: Traditions and Present in Russian Tajik Slavic University)*

Kashirina Olga Valerievna – PhD (philosophy), Associate Professor, Chair of sociology and ethnology of the Stavropol State University

*Innovation Strategy for International System of Meta-education*
Joseph Kreidi – Programme Officer Culture Sector UNESCO-Beirut (Beirut, Lebanon)

*Manual for the Youth about the Cultural Aspects of Christianity and Islam*

Nikolaeva Elena Valentinovna – candidate of sciences (cultural studies), Deputy rector of the Institute for Social Engineering, Design and Technologies (Russia, Moscow)

*Meeting “Other” Culture: Intercultural Communication through Moscow Students’ Eyes*

Kalacheva Irina Ivanovna – candidate of sciences (sociology), assistant professor, Head of the Chair of policy toward the youth, the Belarus State University (Belarus, Minsk)

*Polycultural Education as an Optimization Mechanism for Intercultural Youth Dialogue of Belarus and Russia*

Vlasenko Valentina Vasilievna – candidate of sciences (cultural studies), assistant professor, Chair for Cultural Studies, Deputy Dean of the Social Humanitarian Faculty, the Bashkir State Pedagogic University (Russia, Ufa)

*Dialogue of Cultures and a Culture of Dialogue in the Modern Education Space*

Salnikova Vera Petrovna – candidate of sciences (arts), assistant professor, Chair of the Theory and History of World Culture of the Samara State Pedagogic University (Russia, Samara)

*Dialogue of Culture and Education in the Modern City*

Moskaliov Igor Evgenievich – candidate of sciences (philosophy), assistant professor, deputy director of the Chair for organization of social systems and anti-crisis management at the Russian Academy of Public Administration

*The Knowledge Society as a Space of cross-cultural communications*
Namiestnikova Irina Victorovna – PhD (philosophy), professor at the Russian, State Social University (Russia, Moscow)

Strategies for intercultural competence in the educational process

LUNCH
14.00 p.m. – 15.00 p.m.
Location: Cafe «Yugo-Zapadnoe» Building II.
SYMPOSIUM: THE MASS MEDIA DISCOURSE ON INTERCULTURAL AND INTERRELIGIOUS DIALOGUE

15.00 PM – 17.00 PM
Location: Lecture room 1188 (Building II)

Chairpersons: Razlogov Kirill Emilievich — moderator (Russia, Moscow)
Goncharov Sergey Aleksandrovich (Russia, Saint-Petersburg)
Skye Burn (USA, Bellingham)
Usak Cemal (Turkey, Ankara)
Yershova-Babyenko I.V. (Ukraine, Odessa)
Kirillova Natalya Borisovna (Russia, Ekaterinburg)

Symposium Description.
Development of information and communicative systems, which form the global media-space nowadays, affects the state of the present-day epoch cardinally. Mass media and the Internet are leaders in this sphere of value-semantic and ideological influence upon society and a person. They are not only the translators of cultural achievements helping to accept or deny some values, but also — the systems that actively form a new axiological space. The way mass media interpret or estimate existent socio-cultural events, display of nationalism, racism, xenophobia or religious discrimination may cause different — sometimes unpredictable — consequences. In some cases they are — destabilization, transformation of the hierarchy of values, alteration of the person’s moral consciousness, “implantation” of stereotypes that shatter cultural and value foundations within the society. In other cases they become a step to positive processes, like dissemination of democratic and humanistic values, or new ideas of inter-cultural communication within the global world. A civil society that accepts self-regulating tendencies promotes a compromise between the public contradictions (audience — pressmen) and the lawful contradictions (standards of self-expression, prohibition of international strife, while taking the media only as the tool for extremism and xenophobia counteraction). Widening of the dialog’s paradigm and tolerance, as well as strengthening of the social solidarity discourse are mainly determined with notional points of media texts
and personal attitude towards the matter of the news. Thereby, the information possesses a quality of the most valuable national property and its strategic resource. The problems of the media (the Internet, radio, television, press) psychological effect upon people’s mind, individuals, culture and civilization in general, defining abilities and a level of this effect — require serious attention from the direction of the scientific and public thought.

The Points of Discussion:
— a civil society as the socio-cultural space for interactions of individuals and communities, which admit the importance of civil consent and mutual respect, while taking into account principles of individual activity and responsibility;
— abilities of the media and the Internet at their present-day point for elimination of xenophobia, extremism and ethno-cultural conflicts;
— the Internet as the communicative space for information exchange and on-line ways of inter-cultural communication in terms of digital disparity problem-solving and maintaining of linguistic diversity;
— saturation of communicative space with new symbols, myths, ideologies; forming of the specific virtual space where the mass language, mass culture, mass values and hybrid forms of culture appear and extend;
— the media as the channels for interaction of ethno-national cultures, subcultures, political and public organizations working on the problem of inter-cultural and inter-religious dialogue; forms of their influence on contemporary socio-cultural processes;
— civil responsibility of the media regarding a “media-version of reality”; State functions in development and maintenance of integration communications that form national-cultural identity;
— the role of the media in satisfaction of moral, cognitive, cultural-normative demands of social groups and individuals.

Programme and Pragmatic Goals of the Section:
— to observe the media-space and its abilities as the integrator of socio-cultural space, the one that supports a dialogue between federal, civil and religious institutions;
— to discuss correlation between self-organization and regulation of the media-space in terms of democratization and formation of the civil society;
— to define the meaning of the press and audio-visual communications in forming of the dialogic space and tolerance towards “different” people — the people who share different religions and cultural traditions;
— to analyze the regulatory power of media processes; to interpret the media as a factor that actually affects most public relations;
— to set up practical recommendations in order to support those mass media which facilitate inter-cultural and inter-religious dialogue and speak against any demonstration of racism, xenophobia, religious discrimination, thus providing tolerance of the information space as a base for social stability and sustainable development.

The following addresses will be made by:

**Zvereva Galina Ivanovna** — PhD (history), professor, head of the Chair for history and theory of culture at the Russian State Humanities University (Russia, Moscow)

*Multicultural Didactics on the Russian Television: the Discourse Analysis of Texts*

**Yaroslvtseva Elena Ivanovna** — candidate of science (philosophy), assistant professor, senior researcher at the Institute of philosophy of the Russian Academy of Sciences (Russia, Moscow)

*Interactive Communications as a Factor of Intercultural Competency*

**Dyakova Elena Grigorievna** — PhD (political studies), senior researcher at the Institute of Philosophy and Law of the Ural Department of the Russian Academy of Sciences, member of the Public Chamber of the Russian Federation (Russia, Ekaterinburg)

*National Patterns of Information*

**Shapinskaya Ekaterina Nikolayevna** — PhD (philosophy), senior researcher of the Russian Institute of Cultural Studies

*The Image of the “Other” in the Modern Mass Media*

**Mayevskaya Marina Igorevna** — candidate of sciences (philology), associate professor at the Chair of journalism and mass media of the Institute for professional re-training of mass media professionals.

*The inter-state “MIR” teleradiocompany and its role in the formation of the space for intercultural dialogue*
Samykina Irina Vasilievna — candidate of sciences (pedagogy), editor-in-chief of the “Library science” magazine

*Mediaspace as a communication environment*

Berezovaya Lidia Grigorievna — PhD (history), professor at the Chair for the culture of peace and democracy (UNESCO) of the Russian State Humanities University (Russia, Moscow).

*The Role of Mass Media in the Constructing of Intercultural Communication*

Chistiakova Victoria Olegovna — researcher of the Russian Institute for cultural studies, candidate of sciences (cultural studies)

*The ways of minorities representation in the Soviet and post-Soviet cinemas.*

Goncharov Sergey Aleksandrovich — PhD (philology), professor, Deputy rector of the Saint-Petersburg State A.I.Gertsen University (Russia, Saint-Petersburg)

*Dialogue and Communication: Cultural-Philosophical and Applied Analysis*

Oganov Arnold Aramovich — PhD (philosophy), professor, head of the Chair for philosophy and cultural studies of the M. Schepkin Higher Theatre school (institute), Changeldiyeva Irina Georgievna — PhD (philosophy), deputy head of the Chair of cultural studies at the Moscow State University (Russia, Moscow)

*Historical Destinies of National Cultures in Information Society*

Zagrebin Sergey Sergeevich — PhD (history), professor, head of the Chair for cultural studies at the Cheliabinsk State Pedagogical University (Russia, Cheliabinsk)

*Socium and Power in Mass Communications*

Mitroshenkov Oleg Aleksandrovich — PhD (philosophy), deputy director of the Centre for scientific research of the Moscow State University for Management (Russia, Moscow)

*Management of Information in Information Society*
Kirillova Natalya Borisovna — PhD (cultural studies), professor, director of the Ural Scientific Centre of mediaculture and mediaeducation, editor-in-chief of the “Uralski Federal Okrug” magazine (Russia, Ekaterinburg).

Mediaculture as a Factor of Integration of the Socio-cultural Space

Privalova Vera Michailovna — candidate of sciences (psychology), senior researcher of the Volga territories branch of the Institute of Russian History of the Russian Academy of Sciences (Russia, Samara)

The Sign Systems of Communication in the Modern Culture

Popov Vladimir Dmitrievich — PhD (philosophy), professor, head of the Chair for information policy at the Russian Academy of Civil Service, Office of the President of the Russian Federation (Russia, Moscow)

Inform-discourse as a method for regulating of intercultural interaction

Trachtenberg Anna Davidovna — candidate of sciences (philosophy), senior researcher at the Institute of Philosophy and Law of the Ural Department of the Russian Academy of Sciences (Russia, Ekaterinburg).

Internet as a Space for Intercultural Dialogue

Morozova Irina Vasilievna — PhD (philology), professor at the Chair of foreign literature of the Udmurtia State University (Russia, Izhevsk)

Evolution of Americanistica and Rossica: Intercultural Dialogue and Interdisciplinary Discourse

Kirichok Piotr Nikolayevich — PhD (sociology), professor, deputy head of the Chair for information policy at the Russian Academy for Civil Service, Office of the President of the Russian Federation (Russia, Moscow)

Ethnocultural concepts in the mass media space of the transitional period

Rozhentsova Oksana Vadimovna — candidate of sciences (cultural studies), lecturer of the Chair for journalism at the Moscow State University (Russia, Moscow)

Intercultural Discourse on the Russian Television: the Social Mission of the “Kultura” Channel
Shlikova Olga Vladimirovna — PhD (cultural studies), professor, head of the Chair for multimedia technologies of the Moscow State University of Culture and the Arts (Russia, Moscow)

**Dialogical Discourse in On-line Services and Resources for Culture and the Arts**

Yablokova Yevgenia Anatolyevna — PhD (philosophy), professor at the Chair for information policy of the Russian Academy for Civil Service, Office of the President of the Russian Federation (Russia, Moscow)

**Information-Psychological Aspects of Inter-Ethnic Relations and Communications**

Zolotov Andrey Andreyvich — editor-in-chief of the magazine and site “Russia Profile”

**Mass media as a platform for discussion and dialogue on the state-confessions relations**

Royfe Augusta Borisovna — candidate of sciences (philosophy), assistant professor at the Chair of philosophy and social policies of the Moscow State University of Service (Russia, Moscow)

**Artistic Comprehension of the Prospects for Inter-Confessional Interaction: the Case of the Modern Science-Fiction Literature**

Vasilieva Irina Yurievna — candidate of sciences, assistant professor at the Chair for the Theory and Practice of Culture at the Russian Academy of Public Administration (Russia, Moscow)

**Spiritual values in today’s theatre culture**

Yershova-Babyenko Irina Victorovna — PhD (philosophy), professor of the Chair for general and social psychology of the Odessa National I. Metchnikov University (Ukraine, Odessa); Dushan Turan — Dean of the faculty of the Technical University of Pukhov (Slovakia, Pukhov), candidate of sciences (philosophy), doctorate student at the Chair of philosophy of the Odessa Medical University

**Seeing the Culture of the “Other” Through the Prism of Mediaspace: Psychosynergetic Approach**

Kolin Konstantin Konstantinovich — senior researcher at the Institute for the problems of information of the Russian Academy of Sciences,
Honorary Scientist of the Russian Federation, PhD (technologies), professor (Russia, Moscow)

The Russian-Language Information Space and the Problems of Sustainable Development

Voronina Natalya Ivanovna — PhD (philosophy), professor, Honorary Scientist of the Russian Federation, head of the Chair for cultural studies of the Mordovia N.P. Ogariov State University (Russia, Saransk)

Information Language in the World of Intercultural Relations

Vasilenko Liudmila Aleksandrovna — PhD (sociology), professor, deputy head of the Chair for organization of social systems and anti-crisis management at the Russian Academy of Public Administration (Russia, Moscow)

The Socio-cultural Environment of the Internet: Communicative Aspects

Ribakova Irina Nikolayevna — candidate of sciences (sociology), associate professor at the Chair for organization of social systems and anti-crisis management at the Russian Academy of Public Administration (Russia, Moscow)

The problems of intercultural dialogue in the context of management of future
INTERNATIONAL MEETING OF UNESCO CHAIRS, PARTICIPATING IN THE UNITWIN NETWORK ON INTER-RELIGIOUS DIALOGUE FOR INTERCULTURAL UNDERSTANDING

15.00 – 17.00 p.m.
Location: 2076

Chairpersons: Martin Hauser (chairman) – International coordinator, the UNITWIN network of the UNESCO Chairs for interreligious dialogue for intercultural understanding (Romania/Switzerland)
Egorov Vladimir Konstantinovich – President-Rector of the Russian Academy for Public Administration under the President of the Russian Federation, Chairman of the Coordinating Committee of the UNESCO Chairs of the Russian Federation (Russia, Moscow)
Guerreiro Rosa Maria – Programme Specialist, Pluralism and intercultural Dialogue Section, Division of Cultural Policies and Intercultural Dialogue (Paris)
Spivak Dmitry Leonidovich – UNESCO Chair for comparative studies of spiritual traditions, the specifics of their cultures and interreligious dialogue (Russia, Saint-Petersburg)

Concepts
Inter-religious dialogue has been defined by UNESCO as a flagship activity. There is no doubt that this stance is both constructive and timely, judging by considerable impact of peace-making efforts of the religious leaders and members of their communities, as part of conflict appeasement and resolution, as well as initiation of full-scale inter-cultural rapprochement.

The academic community can contribute to this effort by:
– clearly formulating strategic objective(s) of inter-religious dialogue, along with its basic methodologies and limitations;
– strictly defining conceptual notions, necessary for its structuring and strengthening, as well as epistemological procedures which link secular and religious thought in the same space of dialogue;

– reassessing traditional religions, modern religious movements, and modern spirituality as the main actors in inter-religious dialogue worldwide;

– outlining “good practices” which allow the dialogue participants to single out, isolate, and reduce the impact of spiritual and/or religious radicalism upon regional and international situations

– delineating guidelines in which inter-religious dialogue is to be supported by state structures, non-governmental organizations, and societal activists;

– mapping routes whereby it is possible to obtain the proper balance between systematic education and mass media, academic discourse and free discussion, action and meditation/deliberation, as facets of inter-faith communication;

– ensuring constructive ways for inter-religious dialogue to contribute to and enhance cultural diversity;

– implementing constructive patterns of inter-faith and inter-cultural dialogue into the general context of dialogue between the East and the West; the North and the South.

**Special topics:**

– inter-faith issues as part of present-day educational systems and curricula: problems and prospects;

– cultural diversity and mutual influence of cultures in the changing world: upgrading principles of inter-ethnic and inter-confessional communication.

– methodological guidelines and ‘good practices’ in implementing constructive inter-religious dialogue in the context of the present-day, globalized world;

– inter-faith dialogue as integral and constructive part of inter-cultural rapprochement: problems and prospects.

**Introductory Greetings:** M. Hauser, V. K. Egorov, D. L. Spivak, L. M. Moreva
II. General Discussion.

Keynote Participants:
1) Merimet Abuseitova (Kazakhstan)
2) Abduvoit Achildiev (Uzbekistan)
3) Garry Bouma (Australia)
4) Skye Burn (USA)
5) Nino Chikovani (Georgia)
6) Aviva Doron (Israel)
7) Emil Dragnev (Moldova)
8) Rosa Guerreiro (UNESCO)
9) Zamira Karabayeva (Kyrgyzstan)
10) Joseph Kreidi (Lebanon)
11) Chebbi Mestiri (France)
12) Steven Shankman (USA)
13) Barbara Sivertsen (Norway)
14) Joseph Yacoub (France)
15) Mavjuda Yuldasheva (Tajikistan)
16) Yuri Svatko (Ukraine)
17) Mohamad Tavacol (Iran)
18) Ozdemir Ibragim (Turkey)
19) Adash Tokstosunova (Kyrgyzstan)

Concluding Remarks:

Spivak Dmitry – UNESCO Chair for Comparative Studies of Spiritual Traditions, their Specific Cultures and Inter-religious Dialogue in St.Petersburg, Russia.

Hauser Martin – International Coordinator, UNITWIN Network of UNESCO chairs on Inter-religious Dialogue for Inter-Cultural Understanding

Guerreiro Rosa Maria – Programme Specialist, Pluralism and intercultural Dialogue Section, Division of Cultural Policies and Intercultural Dialogue (Paris)
**FINAL PLENARY SESSION**

17.00 – 18.30  
Location: Hall № 7

1. Concluding reports by moderators of the parallel panels, round tables.  
2. Adoption of the Final Documents of the Conference

---

**September 16, Sunday**  
The Russian Academy for Public Administration  
under the President of the Russian Federation  
Moscow, Vernadski Prospect, 84  
10.00 – 14.00

CULTURAL PROGRAMME

Departure
II. ASSIGNMENTS DISTRIBUTION FOR ORGANIZING COMMITTEE AND SECRETARIAT MEMBERS

I. Activity Coordinators:

Egorov Vladimir Konstantinovich — Cochairman, Doctor of Philosophy, professor, the Chairperson of the Chair of the Theory and Practice of Culture, President — Rector of the Russian Academy for Public Administration under the President of the Russian Federation, Chairman of the Coordinating Committee of the UNESCO Chairs of the Russian Federation

Guseinov Abdusalam Abdulkerimovich — Cochairman, Doctor of Philosophy, professor, academician of Russian Academy of Science, the Head of the chair of Ethic of the Moscow State University by M. Lomonosov, Director of Institute of Philosophy of the Russian Academy of Science

Dendev Badarch — Director of the UNESCO Moscow Office, the UNESCO representative for Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, the Republic of Moldova and the Russian Federation

Astafieva Olga Nikolaevna — Vice-chairman, Doctor of Philosophy, the professor, the Vice-Chairperson of the Chair of the Theory and Practice of Culture of The Russian Academy for Public Administration under the President of the Russian Federation

Moreva Liubava Mikhailovna — Programme Officer for Culture of the UNESCO Moscow Office for Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, the Republic of Moldova and the Russian Federation

II. Concept Conference Elaboration

Astafieva Olga Nikolaevna — Doctor of Philosophy, the professor, Deputy Chairperson of Organizing Committee, the Vice-Chairperson of the Chair of the Theory and Practice of Culture of The Russian Academy of Public Administration under the President of the Russian Federation.

Vasileva Olga Jurevna — Doctor of History, the professor, Head of the Chair of Religion Studies of the Russian Academy of Public Administration under the President of Russian Federation
Guseinov Abdusalam Abdulkerimovich – Cochairman, Doctor of Philosophy, professor, academician of Russian Academy of Science, the Head of the chair of Ethic of the Moscow State University by M. Lomonosov, Director of Institute of Philosophy of the Russian Academy of Science

Egorov Vladimir Konstantinovich – Cochairman, Doctor of Philosophy, professor, the Chairperson of the Chair of the Theory and Practice of Culture, President – Rector of the Russian Academy for Public Administration under the President of the Russian Federation, Chairman of the Coordinating Committee of the UNESCO Chairs of the Russian Federation

Moreva Liubava Mikhailovna – Programme Officer for Culture of the UNESCO Moscow Office for Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, the Republic of Moldova and the Russian Federation

Ordzhonikidze Grigori Eduardovich – Secretary General, Commission of the Russian Federation for UNESCO

Guerreiro Rosa Maria – Programme Specialist, Pluralism and intercultural Dialogue Section, Division of Cultural Policies and Intercultural Dialogue (UNESCO, Paris)

Spivak Dmitry Leonidovich – Doctor of Philology, professor, UNESCO Chair for Comparative Studies of Spiritual Traditions, their Specific Cultures and Inter-religious Dialogue in St. Petersburg

III. Project and Conference Program Working Out

Astafieva Olga Nikolaevna – Doctor of Philosophy, professor, Deputy Chairperson of the Organizing Committee, the Vice-Chairperson of the Chair of the Theory and Practice of Culture of The Russian Academy of Public Administration under the President of the Russian Federation

Moreva Liubava Mikhailovna – Programme Officer for Culture of the UNESCO Moscow Office for Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, the Republic of Moldova and the Russian Federation

IV. Contacting to International Organizations and Representatives Participants of Foreign Countries

Egorov Vladimir Konstantinovich – Cochairman, Doctor of Philosophy, professor, the Chairperson of the Chair of the Theory and Practice of Culture, President – Rector of the Russian Academy for Public Administration under the President of the Russian Federation, Chairman
of the Coordinating Committee of the UNESCO Chairs of the Russian Federation

Margolin Andrei Markovich – Pro-rector for International Relations, Director at International Institute for Public Service of the Russian Academy for Public Administration under the President of the Russian Federation, Doctor of Economics, Professor.

Shilov Vyacheslav Serafimovich – Advisor on UNESCO for President – Rector of the Russian Academy for Public Administration under the President of the Russian Federation, Doctor of Politics.

Kolodnikov Vladimir Ivanovich – Director at International Relations Center of the Russian Academy for Public Administration under the President of the Russian Federation.

Moreva Liubava Mikhailovna – Programme Officer for Culture of the UNESCO Moscow Office for Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, the Republic of Moldova and the Russian Federation

IV. Information Interaction with Foreign Participants, translation and preparation the working materials of the conference, organizing a simultaneous translation

Kolodnikov Vladimir Ivanovich – Director at International Relations Center of the Russian Academy for Public Administration under the President of the Russian Federation.

Lozhnikova Irina Fedorovna – Post-graduate at the Chair of the Theory and Practice of Culture of the Russian Academy for Public Administration under the President of the Russian Federation.

Nickoukitchev Yiri Vladimirovich – Ph.D. on Sociology, Associate professor at the Chair of National, Federal and International Relations of the Russian Academy for Public Administration under the President of the Russian Federation.

Bak Dmitry Petrovich – Doctor of Philology, the professor, the Vice-Rector for research activity of the Russian State University of Humanitarian Sciences.

V. Contacting to UNESCO Chairs

Spivak Dmitry Leonidovich – Doctor of Philology, professor, UNESCO Chair for Comparative Studies of Spiritual Traditions, their Specific Cultures and Inter-religious Dialogue in St.Petersburg
VI. Contacting to State and Social Organizations of the Russian Federation

Astafieva Olga Nikolaevna – Doctor of Philosophy, the professor, Deputy Chairperson of Organizing Committee, the Vice-Chairperson of the Chair of the Theory and Practice of Culture of Russian Academy of Public Administration under the President of the Russian Federation

Busygin Andrey Evgenievich – Doctor of Economics, professor, the Deputy Minister of Culture and Mass Communications of Russian Federation.

Egorov Vladimir Konstantinovich – Cochairman, Doctor of Philosophy, professor, the Chairperson of the Chair of the Theory and Practice of Culture, President – Rector of the Russian Academy for Public Administration under the President of the Russian Federation, Chairman of the Coordinating Committee of the UNESCO Chairs of the Russian Federation

Kobzon Iosif Davidovich – Chairperson at the Committee for Culture of the State Duma of the Board of the Russian Federation, National Singer of the USSR.

Moreva Liubava Mikhailovna – Programme Officer for Culture of the UNESCO Moscow Office for Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, the Republic of Moldova and the Russian Federation

Ponomarev Mihail Nikolaevich – Deputy Minister for regional development of the Russian Federation

Popov Sergei Alexandrovich – chairman of the Committee of the State Duma of Federal Assembly of Russian Federation on Affairs of NGO’s and the religious organizations

Chichkanov Valery Petrovich – Pro-rector at Russian Academy for Public Administration under the President of the Russian Federation, Director at the Institute of Science Researches and Information, Doctor of Economics, Corresponding member of Russian Academy of Sciences.
VII. Program Committee

Astafieva Olga Nikolaevna – Doctor of Philosophy, the professor, Deputy Chairperson of Organizing Committee, the Vice-Chairperson of the Chair of the Theory and Practice of Culture of The Russian Academy of Public Administration under the President of the Russian Federation

Dendev Badarch – Director of the UNESCO Moscow Office, the UNESCO representative for Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, the Republic of Moldova and the Russian Federation

Vasileva Olga Jurevna – Doctor of History, the professor, Head of the Chair of Religion Studies of the Russian Academy of Public Administration under the President of Russian Federation

Guseinov Abdusalam Abdulkerimovich – Cochairman, Doctor of Philosophy, professor, academician of Russian Academy of Science, the Head of the chair of Ethic of the Moscow State University by M. Lomonosov, Director of Institute of Philosophy of the Russian Academy of Science

Egorov Vladimir Konstantinovich – Cochairman, Doctor of Philosophy, professor, the Chairperson of the Chair of the Theory and Practice of Culture, President – Rector of the Russian Academy for Public Administration under the President of the Russian Federation, Chairman of the Coordinating Committee of the UNESCO Chairs of the Russian Federation

Mironov Vladimir Vasilevich – Doctor of Philosophy, the professor, the Vice-Rector of the Moscow State University by M. Lomonosov.

Mihajlov Vyacheslav Aleksandrovich – Doctor of History, the professor, Head of the Chair of National, Federal and International Relations of the Russian Academy of Public Administration under the President of Russian Federation.

Moreva Liubava Mikhailovna – Programme Officer for Culture of the UNESCO Moscow Office for Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, the Republic of Moldova and the Russian Federation

Razlogov Kirill Emilievich – Doctor of Arts, Professor, Director of Russian Institute for Cultural Researches

Stepin Vyacheslav Semenovich – Doctor of Philosophy, the academician at the Russian Academy of Sciences, the President of Russian Philosophy Society.

Tishkov Valeriy Alexandrovich – Corresponding assistant of Russian Academy of Science, Director of the Institute of Ethnology and
VIII. International Program Committee

Atkov Oleg Yurievich – World Public Forum “Dialogue of Civilizations”.


Ordzhonikidze Grigori Eduardovich – Executive Secretary at the UNESCO Commission of the Russian Federation

Spivak Dmitry Leonidovich – Doctor of Philology, professor, UNESCO Chair for Comparative Studies of Spiritual Traditions, their Specific Cultures and Inter-religious Dialogue in St. Petersburg

Martin Hauser – International coordinator, the UNITWIN network of the UNESCO Chairs for interreligious dialogue for intercultural understanding (Switzerland)

XI. Contacting to Mass Media, Communications, Public Relations, Website Support

Ivashintsov Dmitry Aleksandrovich – Dr. of Techniques, Chairman of the International Association “Russian Culture”.

Kleptsov Michael Jakovlevich – Dr. of Techniques, the Chief of the Department of Development and Introduction of Web-Systems of the Situational Center of the Russian Academy of Public Administration under the President of Russian Federation

Kravchuk Veronica Vladimirovna – PhD on Philosophy, the senior lecturer, the Vice-Chairperson of the Chair of Religion Studies of The Russian Academy of Public Administration under the President of Russian Federation.

Nikonorova Ekaterina Vasilevna – Doctor of Philosophy, the professor, Director of Department on Scientific and Publications of the Russian State Library.
X. Information Technical Support (including web), Conference Work Providing

Bespakov Paul Vasilevich – Head of the Department of Computer Science and Information Systems of the Russian Academy of Public Administration under the President of Russian Federation.

Kleptsov Michael Jakovlevich – Dr. of Techniques, the Chief of the Department of Development and Introduction of Web-Systems of the Situational Center of the Russian Academy of Public Administration under the President of Russian Federation.

XI. Publishing Activity: Editing, Preparation for Book Publishing and Electronic Version

Bogatyreva Tatyana Georgievna – Doctor of Cultural Sciences, the professor, Vice-Chairperson of the Chair of the Theory and Practice of Culture of The Russian Academy of Public Administration under the President of Russian Federation.

Buyanov Valeri Stepanovich – Deputy Chairperson of the Chair of National, Federal and International Relations of the Russian Academy of Public Administration under the President of Russian Federation.

Saiko Elena Anatolevna – PhD of Philosophy, Editor-in Chief of the Publishing center of The Russian Academy of Public Administration under the President of Russian Federation.

Chichkanov Valery Petrovich – Pro-rector at Russian Academy for Public Administration under the President of the Russian Federation, Director at the Institute of Science Researches and Information, Doctor of Economics, Corresponding member of Russian Academy of Sciences.

Shahov Michael Olegovich – Doctor of Philosophy, the professor, Vice-Chairperson of the Chair of Religion Studies of The Russian Academy of Public Administration under the President of Russian Federation.

Shlykova Olga Vladimirovna – Doctor of Cultural Sciences, the professor, Head of the Chair of Virtual Communications of the Moscow State University of Culture and Arts.
XII. Information-Organizing Activity,
Conference Participants Correlations and Solution for Problems

Afanasieva Natalia Vladimirovna – the Methodologist of the Chair of the Theory and Practice of Culture of The Russian Academy of Public Administration under the President of Russian Federation, candidate of sciences (psychology).

Gajieva Rukiyat Gajievna – Ph.D. on Psychology, applying for Doctor’s degree at the Chair of National, Federal and International Relations of the Russian Academy of Public Administration under the President of Russian Federation.

Zavyalova Svetlana Vladimirovna – the Methodologist of the Chair of Religion Studies The Russian Academy of Public Administration under the President of Russian Federation.

Kravchuk Veronica Vladimirovna – PhD on Philosophy, the senior lecturer, the Vice-Chairperson of the Chair of Religion Studies of The Russian Academy of Public Administration under the President of Russian Federation.

Lozhnikova Irina Fedorovna – Post-graduate at the Chair of the Theory and Practice of Culture of the Russian Academy for Public Administration under the President of the Russian Federation.

Trofimova Lydia Maksimovna – the Methodologist of the Chair of Religion Studies The Russian Academy of Public Administration under the President of Russian Federation.

XIII. Administrative Economy Issues

Gurtov Valery Konstantinovich – Chairperson for Administrative Economy Management at the Russian Academy for Public Administration under the President of the Russian Federation, Doctor of Economics, the professor.

XIV. Financial and Commercial Management

Barabash Irina Petrovna – Chief Accountant for Accountant Management and Finance Control at the Russian Academy for Public Administration under the President of the Russian Federation.
Motorygin Evgeni Borisovich – Chief for Finance Economic Management of the Russian Academy for Public Administration under the President of the Russian Federation.

Strizhov Stanislav Alexeevich – Chief for Outcome Budget Activity Management at the Russian Academy for Public Administration under the President of the Russian Federation.
III. THE MASS MEDIA PARTNERS OF THE CONFERENCE

**Newspapers:**  
Culture  
RAGS-News  

**Magazines:**  
The Security of Eurasia  
Library Studies  
Bulletin of the RFO  
The Problems of cultural Studies  
Civil Service  
The Dialogue of Eurasia  
Information Discourse  
Personality. Culture. Society  
Mediatheka  
Folk arts  
Sociology of Power (Sociologia Vlasti)  
Socium and Power (Sicium I Vlast)  
The Tribune of Russian Thought  
The Megapolis Management  
The Managerial Consulting  
The Ural Federal District  
The Institutions of Culture  
The Federal Moscow Region  
The Philosophy of Education (Kiev, Ukraine)  
The Etnopanorama  

**Internet-Magazine:**  
Religion and Mass Media
Intercultural and interreligious dialogue for sustainable development

International conference

Programme